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Adaptive Motion Estimation

Cross Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Provisional

Application entitled "Adaptive Motion Estimation", Application No. 61/015148, filed

December 19, 2007, the disclosure of which is incorporate by reference.

Technical Field

[0002] The disclosure relates to motion estimation for images and video data,

such as for motion estimation for video compression, storage, processing, display, and/or

transmission systems.

Background

[0003] Motion estimation can be described as a technique for modeling an image

in terms of translated copies of one or more parts of a reference picture. The motion

estimation itself can be based on a model of image sequences to produce video and image

data of a viewable quality. For example, if an image of an object has changed or moved

from one frame to the next frame, motion estimation can be used to produce a smooth

picture transition.



Brief Summary of Example Embodiments

[0004] The following paragraphs present a brief, simplified summary for

providing a basic understanding of some aspects of an example embodiment(s) of the

presently disclosed techniques It should be noted that this bπef summary is not an

extensive overview of aspects of the example embodiments Moreover, it should be

noted that this bπef summary is not intended to be understood as identifying any

particularly significant aspects or elements, nor delineating any scope of the example

embodiment(s) in particular, nor of the techniques m general The following bnef

summary merely presents some concepts that relate to the example embodiment(s) in a

condensed and simplified format This brief summary should thus be understood as

merely a conceptual prelude to a more detailed descπption of one of the example

embodiments that follow below

[0005] In general, embodiments of the subject matter descnbed in this disclosure

feature a method for motion estimation of images to determine an optimal error metric

function for the motion estimation The method involves designating an initial error

metric function, and performing an initial motion estimation using the initial error metπc

function, where the initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors, also

known as motion compensation errors If the initial error metπc function is not the

optimal error function, the method involves performing a final motion estimation using a

selected optimal error metπc function

[0006] These and other embodiments can optionally mclude one or more of the

following features The method can include determining if the initial error metπc

function is the optimal error function based on compaπson of a distπbution of the motion

prediction errors of the initial motion estimation with a distπbution related to one of a



number of error metπc functions If the initial error metric function is not the optimal

error function, the method can include selecting the optimal error metric function based

on a distribution of the motion prediction errors The method for performing the initial

motion estimation can include processing the initial error metric function to determine the

motion prediction errors The method can involve designating an initial probability

distribution related with the initial error metπc function

[0007] If the method involves determining if the initial error metric function is the

optimal error function, the method can include computing a histogram of the motion

prediction errors for the initial error metπc function If the method involves determining

if the initial error metπc function is the optimal error function, the method can also

involve determining a distπbution for a statistical best fit of the histogram If the method

involves determining the distnbution for the statistical best fit, the method can also

involve determining scale factors for a probability distnbution of the optimal error metnc

function

[0008] The candidate probability distπbutions can include a Gaussian

distribution, a Laplacian distnbution, and/or a Cauchy distnbution The method can also

include performing statistical testing for a best fitting distribution after determining the

scale factors The statistical testing can involve performing a cm-square test for

distnbution fitting The initial error metnc function can be a Huber metnc function,

and/or can correspond to an intermediate probability distnbution from a number of

probability distributions The probability distributions can involve a Gaussian

distnbution, a Laplacian distnbution, and/or a Cauchy distnbution The initial error

metnc function can also involve a function of one or more of a sum of absolute



differences (SAD), a sum of squared differences (SSD), a mean absolute error (MAD), a

mean squared error (MSE), and/or a robust estimator

[0009] The method can involve performing motion estimation m a motion

estimation unit of a video encoder, performing mter-prediction for video coding using the

optimal error metπc function, performing temporal interpolation for video processing

using the optimal error metπc function, and/or performing super-resolution processing

usmg the optimal error metπc function The method for the mter-prediction for the video

coding can include with a motion estimation unit, receiving a block of pixels and a frame

and producing one or more motion vectors, with a motion compensation unit, receiving

the frame and the one or more motion vectors and generating a prediction that

approximates the block of pixels, and with a subtractor umt, subtracting the prediction

from the block of pixels and generating a difference image block The method for

performing the temporal interpolation can include with a motion estimation unit,

receiving a first frame and a second frame and generating one or more motion vectors,

and with a bi-directional interpolation umt, receivmg the first frame, the second frame,

and the one or more motion vectors and generating an approximation of an image that is

between times associated with the first and second frames The method for performing

the super-resolution processing can include with a motion estimation unit, receiving a

group of frames that are grouped around a time T and producing one or more motion

vectors between a frame in the group at the time T and other frames in the group, with a

motion compensation unit, receiving the group of frames and the one or more motion

vectors and generating images including a predicted version of each frame m the group of

frames, and with a super-resolution processing unit, receiving the images, processing the

images, and producing an image at the time T that has a higher spatial resolution than the



group of frames The motion estimation can include block-based or region-based motion

estimation The motion estimation may involve phase correlation or pel-recursive

techniques The motion estimation may also include a motion model, such as a

translational, an affine, or a parametric model

[0010] In general, other aspects of the subject matter descπbed in this disclosure

include embodiments for a computer program product, tangibly encoded on a computer-

readable medium, that includes instructions to cause data processing apparatus to perform

operations for motion estimation for images The operations include designating an

initial error metric function, performing an initial motion estimation using the initial error

metric function, where the initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors

The operations also involve, if the initial error metric function is not the optimal error

function, performing a final motion estimation using a selected optimal error metric

function

[0011] These and other embodiments can optionally include one or more of the

following features There can be operations that involve determining if the initial error

metric function is the optimal error function based on comparison of a distribution of the

motion prediction errors of the initial motion estimation with a distribution related to one

of a number of error metπc functions If the initial error metric function is not the

optimal error function, there can be operations for selecting the optimal error metπc

function based on a distribution of the motion prediction errors The operations for

determining if the distribution is a best fit of the distribution of the motion prediction

errors can involve instructions for the following determining scale factors associated

with a number of candidate distributions, performing statistical testing of the number of

candidate distributions, and determining if the statistical testing reveals the best fit of the



distribution related to one of the number of error metric functions The statistical testing

can involve a Chi-square test The initial error metric function can be a Huber metnc

function The computer program product can include instructions to cause the data

processing apparatus to perform operations for performing motion estimation in a motion

estimation unit of a video encoder, for performing mter-prediction for video coding using

the optimal error metnc function, for performing temporal interpolation for video

processing using the optimal error metnc function, and/or for performing super-resolution

processing using the optimal error metnc function

[0012] In general, other aspects of the subject matter descnbed in this disclosure

include embodiments for a system to perform motion estimation of images The system

includes a display device to display image data, a computer readable medium to store the

image data and instructions for image data processing, and a data processing device

operable to process the instructions and image data The instructions cause the device to

perform an initial motion estimation using an initial error metnc function, where the

initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors The instructions further

cause the device to select the optimal error metnc function from one of a number of error

metnc functions based on a distnbution of the motion prediction errors, and if the initial

error metnc function is not selected as the optimal error function, perform a final motion

estimation using the selected optimal error metnc function

[0013] These and other embodiments can optionally include one or more of the

following features The display device can be configured to receive image data from the

processor to display images having image data with the optimum error metnc function

The instructions can further cause the data processing device to compute a histogram of

the motion prediction errors based on the initial motion estimation The system can be



configured for high-resolution video, high-quality video, digital cinema, and/or 3-D

motion The data processing device can be or include a motion estimation unit in a video

encoder

[0014] In general, other aspects of the subject matter descnbed in this disclosure

include embodiments for a computer-implemented method to determine an optimal error

metric function for motion estimation The computer-implemented method involves

selecting a first error metric function for an initial motion estimation of images, and

performing an initial motion estimation with the first error metric function The initial

motion estimation generates motion prediction errors The method involves determining

if the first error metric function is an optimal error metnc function by determining if the

first error metric function corresponds to a distribution that is a best fit with a distribution

of the generated motion prediction errors If the first error metric function is not the

optimal error metnc function, the method includes selecting a second error metnc

function for the optimal error metnc function for a subsequent motion estimation of

images, where the selection of the second error metnc function corresponds to a

distnbution that is a best fit with the distnbution of the generated motion prediction errors

from the initial motion estimation

[0015] These and other embodiments can optionally include one or more of the

following features The first error metnc function or second error metric function can be

selected from a number of error metnc functions The error metnc functions can involve

a function that has a distnbution for one or more of a Gaussian distnbution, a Laplacian

distnbution, a Cauchy distnbution, and/or a Huber distnbution The initial error metnc

function can include a relationship to a Huber metnc function if the first motion



estimation or the second motion estimation uses a minimization method for an error

metπc function with continuous denvatives

[0016] The method can involve computing a histogram of the generated motion

errors based on the generated motion prediction errors from the initial motion estimation

If the method involves determining if the first error metπc function corresponds to the

distribution that is the best fit with the distribution of the generated motion prediction

errors, the method can also involve determining scale factors for the distribution of the

generated motion prediction errors, and performing statistical testing to determine if the

distribution is the best fit with the distribution of the generated motion prediction errors

The method can involve performing motion estimation in a motion estimation unit of a

video encoder, performing mter-prediction for video coding using the optimal error

metπc function, performing temporal interpolation for video processing using the optimal

error metnc function, and/or performing super-resolution processing using the optimal

error metnc function

[0017] hi general, other aspects include a system for performing mter-prediction

for video coding The system mcludes a motion estimation unit to receive a block of

pixels and a frame and to produce one or more motion vectors The system has a motion

compensation unit to receive the frame and the one or more motion vectors and to

generate a prediction that approximates the block of pixels The system includes a

subtracter unit to subtract the prediction from the block of pixels and generate a

difference image block The motion estimation umt is configured to determine an

optimal error metπc function for motion estimation by processing instructions including

designating an initial error metric function, performing an initial motion estimation using

the initial error metnc function, and if the initial error metπc function is not the optimal



error function, performing a final motion estimation using a selected optimal error metπc

function The initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors

[0018] These and other embodiments can optionally include one or more of the

following features The motion estimation unit can determine the optimal error metπc

function for the motion estimation by processing instructions including determining if

the initial error metπc function is the optimal error function based on compaπson of a

distribution of the motion prediction errors of the initial motion estimation with a

distribution related to one of a number of error metπc functions, and if the initial error

metπc function is not the optimal error function, the instructions can further include

selecting the optimal error metnc function based on a distribution of the motion

prediction errors The instructions and/or processed results may be stored, such as m a

storage unit or device The initial error metπc function can be or include a Huber metnc

function The system can include a video encoder, in which the motion estimation umt

and the motion compensation umt are components of the video encoder The motion

estimation umt can determine a shape of an error metnc function and use the shape to

determine the optimal error metπc function The difference image block may be a

residual

[0019] In general, other aspects involve a system for temporal interpolation for

video processing The system includes a motion estimation umt to receive a first frame

and a second frame and to generate one or more motion vectors The system also

includes a bi-directional interpolation umt to receive the first frame, the second frame,

and the one or more motion vectors and to generate an approximation of an image that is

between times associated with the first and second frames The motion estimation umt is

configured to determine an optimal error metπc function for motion estimation by



processing instructions including designating an initial error metπc function, performing

an initial motion estimation using the initial error metπc function, and if the initial error

metπc function is not the optimal error function, performing a final motion estimation

using a selected optimal error metric function The initial motion estimation produces

motion prediction errors

[0020] These and other embodiments can optionally include one or more of the

following features The motion estimation unit may determine the optimal error metric

function for the motion estimation by processing instructions including determining if

the initial error metπc function is the optimal error function based on compaπson of a

distribution of the motion prediction errors of the initial motion estimation with a

distπbution related to one of a number of error metπc functions, and if the initial error

metπc function is not the optimal error function, the instructions can include selecting the

optimal error metπc function based on a distπbution of the motion prediction errors The

initial or optimal error metric function can be or include a Huber metπc function The

motion estimation unit can determine a shape of an error metπc function and use the

shape to determine the optimal error metπc function The system can produce a slow

motion video effect if a number of intermediate images at equal submtervals are

computed in the system The system can be configured for frame rate conversion The

system can be configured to use a time associated with the bi-directional interpolation

umt to convert a first video stream at a first frequency to a second video stream at a

second frequency

[0021] In general, some aspects involve a system for performing super-resolution

processing for video processing The system includes a motion estimation unit

configured to receive a group of frames that are grouped around a time T and to produce



one or more motion vectors between a frame in the group at the time T and other frames

in the group The system includes a motion compensation unit to receive the group of

frames and the one or more motion vectors and to generate images including a predicted

version of each frame in the group of frames The system also includes a super-resolution

processing umt to receive the images, process the images, and produce an image at the

time T that has a higher spatial resolution than the group of frames The motion

estimation unit is configured to determine an optimal error metric function for motion

estimation by processing instructions including designating an initial error metric

function, performing an initial motion estimation using the initial error metric function,

and if the initial error metric function is not the optimal error function, performing a final

motion estimation using a selected optimal error metric function The initial motion

estimation produces motion prediction errors

[0022] These and other embodiments can optionally include one or more of the

following features The motion estimation umt can determine an optimal error metric

function for the motion estimation by processing instructions including determining if

the initial error metric function is the optimal error function based on comparison of a

distribution of the motion prediction errors of the initial motion estimation with a

distribution related to one of a plurality of error metric functions, and if the initial error

metnc function is not the optimal error function, the instructions may further include

selecting the optimal error metnc function based on a distribution of the motion

prediction errors The initial error metnc function or the optimal error metnc function

can be or include a Huber metnc function The motion estimation umt is configured to

determine a shape of an error metnc function and use the shape to determine the optimal

error metnc function The super-resolution processing unit can be configured to extract a



higher resolution image from the images by adjusting a Nyquist frequency and increasing

a resolution associated with the images

[0023] The disclosed techniques can determine an accurate error distribution and

error metπc function to generate an accurate motion estimation of images and video hi

some instances, the disclosed techniques can consider an actual distribution of motion

prediction errors to produce statistically optimal algorithms to select an optimum error

function, i e , FQ, for motion estimation The generated motion estimates can be optimal

and robust The disclosed techniques can reduce the error in the motion estimates

themselves by over a factor of a hundred As a result, the motion prediction errors in

sequences of images can be reduced to essentially zero because the image sequence can

be accurately modeled In some embodiments, the disclosed techniques can be used in

high-quality video and digital cinema, including video and images presented m 3-D The

disclosed techniques for motion estimation can accurately provide optimal algorithms for

complex motion models and complex techniques that minimize the error function by

taking a deπvative

[0024] Any of the methods and techniques descπbed herein can also be

implemented in a system with one or more components, an apparatus or device, a

machine, a computer program product, in software, in hardware, or in any combination

thereof For example, the computer program product can be tangibly encoded on a

computer-readable medium, and can include instructions to cause a data processing

apparatus (e g , a data processor) to perform one or more operations for any of the

methods descπbed herein



[0025] Details of one or more embodiments are set forth m the accompanying

drawings and the description herein Other features, aspects, and results will be apparent

from the descπption, the drawings, and the claims

Description of the Drawings

[0026] FIG IA depicts a diagram with an example of a reference image of a

block matching technique

[0027] FIG 1B depicts a diagram with an example of a target image of the block

matching technique

[0028] FIG 2A depicts a diagram with an example of a reference image of a

dense or per-pixel motion estimation technique

[002 9] FIG 2B depicts a diagram with an example of a target image of the dense

or per-pixel motion estimation technique

[0030] FIG 3 depicts a diagram with an example of probability densities

[003 1] FIG 4 depicts a diagram with an example of error metπc functions

[0032 ] FIGs 5A-5B depict flow diagrams with examples of performing the

motion estimation

[0033] FIG 6 depicts a diagram with an example of a Huber metric function

[0034] FIG 7A depicts a schematic with an example embodiment of mter-

prediction for video coding

[0035] FIG 7B depicts a schematic with an example embodiment of temporal

interpolation for video processing

[0036] FIG 7C depicts a schematic with an example embodiment of super-

resolution processing for video processing



[0037] FIG 8 depicts an example of a system model

[0038] Like reference numbers and designations in the various drawings can

indicate like elements

Detailed Description of Example Embodiments

[003 9] The general structure and techniques, and more specific embodiments

which can be used to effect different ways of carrying out the more general goals, are

descπbed herein

[0040] Motion estimation techniques can be characterized by a balance between

minimizing the motion compensation (or prediction) error, while maximizing the

coherence of the motion field The coherence of the motion field can be expressed m

terms of the motion field's smoothness The motion for coherent objects is expected to

be smooth with each object so that the motion field is only discontinuous at object

boundaries These object boundaries can be referred to as contour edges or silhouette

edges

[0041] There are several techniques that attempt to address the motion estimation

problem However, some motion estimation techniques minimize a total error based on a

single error metric function without consideπng the actual statistics of the motion

prediction errors (i e , the errors in the predicted images) Other motion estimation

techniques attempt to minimize the total error without determining what the optimal error

metric function should be before the minimization is performed Some of these motion

estimation techniques employ a brute force method of using an arbitrarily-selected error

metnc function without consideπng modeling of the motion estimation for a particular

sequence of images The motion or optical flow between images may be difficult to be



fully determined by only minimizing the motion compensated (or prediction) error when

the optimal error metric function has not been determined

[0042] Descπbed below are techniques for selecting the statistically optimal error

metπc function based on the actual statistics of the motion prediction errors To aid in

the understanding of these techniques, the discussion below first descnbes motion

estimation techniques for block-based motion estimation and dense or per-pixel motion

estimation Next, the discussion describes attempts to add constraints onto some motion

estimation techniques to even better determine the motion estimates from the block-based

or dense/per-pixel motion estimation approaches After that, the discussion descnbes

examples of error metπc functions and their qualities Lastly, techniques for selecting the

statistically optimal error metπc function based on the actual statistics of the errors are

descπbed and some example embodiments are presented



[0043] Block-Based Motion Estimation

[0044] Some motion estimation techniques involve "matching" methods, such as

block matching techniques For these matching methods, the constraints on a smoothness

of the motion field can be imposed by the enforcement of a parametric model for the

motion over some region, which can be a block or rectangular region in block matching

techniques or, more generally, arbitrarily shaped regions or segments of the images

Although this parametric model can be more general, this model is most commonly a

simple displacement Such block matching techniques often can be referred to as

uniform-displacement techniques, where the sum of a function of the prediction errors

between a fixed-location block in a target image and a variable location block in a

reference image is minimized for each block of the target image

[0045] FIG 1A depicts a diagram with an example of a reference image 100 of a

block matching technique, and FIG IB depicts a diagram with an example of a target

image 150 of the block matching technique As shown in FIGs 1A-1B, the block

location 105 in the target image 150 is displaced to another block location H Om the

reference image 100 In this example, the reference image 100 has arbitrary block

locations and the target image 150 has fixed block locations In this block matching

example, the target image 150 is referred to as / ( (χ \ and the reference image 100 is

referred to as Jr (xΛ , where the hoπzontal and vertical components of χt and xr can

include integer values Each block b of the target image 150 has a displacement vector

db associated with the target image 150 that minimizes, over that block of the target

image, a total error E In general, the total error E can refer to the sum of some error



metric function F ( ) applied to the prediction or motion compensation error at each

pixel The total error E can be expressed as follows

[0046] E= F(e(x,))

[0047] The prediction error e xt can be expressed as follows

[0048] )=/,(*,)-/,(*, + )

[0049] Because of the usual way the equations are expressed, the convention is

that db is actually in the opposite direction for forward motion estimation The reference

image is earlier in time than the target image



[0050] Dense or Per-pixel Motion Estimation

[0051] FIG 2A depicts a diagram with an example of a reference image of a

dense or per-pixel motion estimation technique, and FIG 2B depicts a diagram with an

example of a target image of the dense or per-pixel motion estimation technique The

dense motion model can relax the spatial constraints of the block-hased model These

dense motion (or per-pixel motion) estimates can be derived from image gradients and

can be analogous to the block-based/umform-displacement techniques For example,

there can be a motion estimate for each pixel in the target image 250, as shown in FIG

2B

[0052 ] The function d [xt ) can be referred to as the displacement field or motion

vector field (i e , it is a vector field) Such per-pixel displacements are often referred to as

dense motion estimates In this example, the motion prediction error e(x, ) can be

expressed as the following

[0053 ] e{x,) I1[X1) - Ir (xr ) I1[X1) - Ir {xl + d (x,))

[0054] That is, a point x m the object 210 ofthe target image 250 corresponds to

a pomt xr =xt +d [xt ) in the object 210' ofthe reference image 200 This model can

remove a constraint that the displacement must be constant over rectangular blocks of

restricted size and location and can allow the displacement to become a general function

of X1 Since the dense motion model can relax the spatial constraints of the block-based

model, the dense motion model can change the focus ofthe motion estimation problem

on how to determine the displacement field d[x,)



[0055] Some examples of dense motion estimation techniques are optical flow

methods Although per-pixel displacements provide a more general model for motion,

the per-pixel displacements are also more difficult to determine With per-pixel

displacements, the nature of the general motion estimation problem may not be properly

addressed In dense motion estimation, one goal is to determine the honzontal and

vertical components of the displacement vector for each pixel When motion is deπved

from intensity images, the problem is thus to determine these two components of the

motion ά {xt ) from a single constraint (i e , ( ( ) , which is small and ideally zero) in

image intensity This approach m determining the two components of motion can leave

the motion deπvation underdetermmed and unreliable In other words, the minimization

of just a function of the motion prediction errors,

[0056] = ( ,)) = F(/ (*,)-/ r (x, +J(*,))),

[0057] maynot lead to the desired result of estimating the motion If d (X1) is

unconstrained, there are many possibilities for the displacement field d ( ,) , which could

yield a low value for the overall predictive error, E



[0058] Adding Constraints to Add Information for Motion Estimation

[0059] Some motion estimation techniques attempt to employ color information

to overcome the limitations of dense motion estimation The color information can

involve three channels, such as the Y luminance and the U and V chrominance channels,

or the color primaries R red, G green and B blue, or any other suitable representation By

using these color channels, an attempt is made to determine the motion (two parameters)

from three constraints, with one on each color component In practice, however, color is

so highly correlated spatially with intensity that there is little information added

Furthermore, the correlation between adjacent pixels can also be high In an extreme

case, such as in a flat textureless area, there is no information to determine motion except

at the boundary From a statistical standpoint, there simply may not be enough local

information in / ( ( j t to determine the displacement d(x t Equivalently, this can be

expressed as there not being enough information in the reference image at

Ir {xr ) Ir [x, +d(x,) \ since / , (*,) and / , (x, +d (xt )j are nearly equal This result is

just a restatement of the underdeterrmned and ill-posed nature of the motion estimation

problem

[0060] Smce there may not be enough information m the images to determine

d (x ) by only minimizing the prediction error itself, it can be helpful to impose one or

more additional constraints on d(x,) For instance, the first additional requirement can

be to impose some spatial coherence or smoothness to d (x, ) In some techniques, a term

can be added to the total error that can embody an additional constraint on the smoothness



of the displacement field, as expressed m terms of its gradient Vd x Consequently,

the total error to be minimized can be expressed as

[0061] = ( (e (*,)) + G(Vrf(S,))) ,

[0062] and can lead to a more reasonable solution The function G( ) can be a

robust estimator that is analogous to F ) Robust forms for F ( ) and G( ) may yield

improved estimates from optical flow techniques

[0063] The motion estimation techniques described with respect to FIGs 1A-2B

tend to minimize a sum similar to F(e(xt )) , along with additional constraints in some

cases The techniques descπbed in the disclosure below address the overlooked and

fundamental question of what error metric function F ) should be selected to produce

more accurate and robust motion estimation results when performing motion estimation

Some example error metric functions and their characteristics are first described, and then

techniques for selecting the appropπate error metric function are descnbed



[0064] Example Error Metnc Functions

[0065] Generally, there are three mam classes for the error metric function F ( )

[0066] (1) F(«) = |M| , commonly known as Mean Absolute Difference (MAD), or

equivalently, the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), as used in compression,

[0067] (2) F(M) = « 2 , commonly known as the Mean Squared Error (MSE), or

equivalently, the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE),

[0068] (3) ( ) is a robust estimator

[0069] The absolute value metric (1), often implemented as the sum of absolute

differences (SAD), is generally preferred for compression This metnc may be chosen for

compression efficiency or simply because it can be the easiest metric to compute The

sum of squared errors (SSE) (2) can be the basis for least-squares problems and solutions

Robust estimators (3) can be a somewhat crude attempt to simply avoid the square-law

aspect of (2) or violations of the underlying models A basic rationale of using the robust

estimator can be that the errors fall into two classes errors that fit an assumed model, and

errors that do not fit the assumed model (also referred to as "outliers") Oftentimes, these

outliers will dominate a SSE calculation and degrade its effectiveness

[0070] The three mam classes of the error metnc function are descnbed next in

light of the maximum likelihood theory Afterwards, techniques for selecting the optimal

error metnc function based on an analysis of the motion prediction errors themselves are

descnbed The optimal error metnc function can refer to the error metnc function that

best models the motion prediction errors themselves, and correspondingly has a minimum

error in the motion estimates themselves when compared to the motion estimates

obtained using other types of error metnc functions



[0071] In practice there can be errors of different sizes and importance, where

some pixels will have a small error and other pixels will have a large error A purpose of

the error metπc function F ( ) can be to proportionally weigh large and small errors

properly during the process in which the overall error is minimized

[0072] In a statistical sense, the optimal weighting between large and small errors

can be deπved from the underlying probability distribution of the motion prediction errors

e(x t ) In practice, this distribution of the errors is generally unknown Using an optimal

weighting deπved from this distribution can minimize the uncertainty in the estimates of

motion that are produced The expression for such an optimal weighting can come from

the statistical notions of maximum likelihood theory, which can show how to relate an

error metnc function to a given distribution Maximum likelihood theory can be

described as a rigorous method for determining the most probable or most likely

estimates of the parameters of a distribution (which are db or < ( , ) in this situation)

based on given data (e g , images) The maximum likelihood theory can formally

maximize the conditional probability for db or d {x,) given the images / , (j ) and

[0073] In simple implementations, the maximum likelihood theory can initially

assume a known form for the statistics of the prediction error The simplest assumptions

can assume that the errors for each pixel S1 are independent with a probability density

P Iex \d ) Then, the maximum likelihood estimate for the unknown parameters (m this

case the motion) is found by minimizing the sum



[0074] - log[ ( j )]

[0075] In some aspects, the maximum likelihood estimates for motion vectors can

refer to those estimates that maximize the likelihood that the motion estimate produced is,

m fact, the best that can be obtained Because the probability for ajomt event (these

errors) is the product of the probabilities of all the individual events (the motion

prediction error at each pixel), this probability, or likelihood, can refer to the product of

the likelihoods for each individual pixel This multiplication of likelihoods can quickly

produce very small numerical values, and m fact, they can be so small that they can be

difficult to represent with floating-point arithmetic Since the maximum of a function

occurs at the same value as the maximum of the log of a function, the log of the

likelihood is maximized This turns the product into a sum Mathematically, maximizing

the log of something is minimizing the negative of that something If optimal motion

estimation estimates are to be obtained in the maximum likelihood sense, then

- log P ex Id \ , for example, should be minimized

[0076] Thus, every choice for the error metric function ( ) can be optimal only

for a particular distribution For any particular error metric function where the total error

is minimized, it can be unclear if the results are optimal in the maximum likelihood

sense

[0077] As an example, assume F(z) = is chosen for the error metπc function

In the case of block matching, for instance, the total error E can be

[0078] E = |e(*,)|



[0079] This total error can represent the sum of absolute differences (or SAD)

Minimizing this total error as a function of db produces a motion estimate db that is also

the maximum likelihood estimate for db if the distribution of prediction errors e(x t )

were Laplacian (two-sided exponential) at the true value of db The Laplacian

probability density can be expressed as

1
[0080] Pn ( z ) = — e

" ' 2b

[0081] where b is a scale parameter The corresponding probability distribution

can be expressed as

[0083 ] Mathematically, this error metπ c function can be referred to as the "Ll "

metric function, because it involves the absolute value raised to the power of 1

[0084] Alternatively, assume that F(z) = z2 is chosen as the error metπ c

function Then the total error is the sum of squared differences (SSD) The minimum of

the total error can give the maximum likelihood estimate if the prediction errors are

Gaussian If the prediction errors are Gaussian, the probability density can be expressed

as

1 -—
[0085] p [z) = - - e ,

42π σ



[0086] where σ is a scale parameter that is often referred to as the standard

deviation The corresponding probability distribution can be written m terms of the error

function, erf() The probability distribution function can be expressed as

[0088] Mathematically, this type of error metπc function can be referred to as the

"L2" metπc function If the sums of the L2 metπc function are normalized by the number

of points in the block, the SAD can become the mean absolute error (MAD) and the SSD

can become the mean squared error (MSE)

[0089] Because block matching tends to be employed m compression, which

happens to be robust to errors in motion estimation and compensation, the issues

surrounding the choice of the error metnc function F ( ) may not be that significant

Typically, the absolute value, or Ll metnc function, can work as well as or better than the

square, or L2 metπc function, and can be easier to compute (e g , no multiplies) for

compression Consequently, the SAD is almost ubiquitous m compression But

compression does not seek the true motion and, if the true motion is the goal, then the

issue of actually finding the optimal error metπc function should not be ignored

[0090] There are other types of error metπc functions that can be used, other than

the Ll and L2 metπc functions For example, one such approach is to use a generalized

Gaussian distπbution, in which case the absolute value of the error can be raised to

integer-power values, such as 1 or 2, or arbitrary, non-mtegral power values, such as 0 9

or 1 3 This can represent one such approach to unify and generalize the Ll and L2

metπcs



[0091] There also can be choices for F(z) that can be less sensitive to large

errors, which can be referred to as "outliers" One example is based on the square error

metπc function, and can truncate the squares that are larger than some threshold T to the

value T This example error metric function can be referred to as the "truncated Gaussian

error metric function " A further variety of such functions have been developed in the

field of robust statistics An example of this class of metπc function is related to the

Cauchy distribution, and can be referred to as the "Lc" metπc The Cauchy distπbution

(also known as the "Cauchy-Lorentz" or "Lorentz" distribution) can have longer tails than

either the Gaussian or Laplacian distπbutions, and therefore, can be more robust For the

Cauchy distπbution, the probability density can be expressed as

[0093] where a is the scale parameter In some cases, a can represent the half-

width at half-amplitude The corresponding probability distπbution can be expressed as

[0094] >l (z) = - + -arctan| -

[0095] FIG 3 depicts a diagram 300 with an example of probability densities

The probability densities for three distπbutions (Gaussian 330, Laplacian 320, and

Cauchy 310) descπbed below are qualitatively similar, as shown in FIG 3

[0096] If the Gaussian distπbution 330 is considered the best-behaved

distnbution, then the Cauchy distnbution 310 might be considered the worst-behavmg

For instance, the tails of the Cauchy distπbution 310 can bejust large enough that the



integrals for the first and second moments are undefined Consequently, the mean and

variance can be undefined for the Cauchy distribution 310

[0097] While the probability densities for these three distributions may seem

qualitatively similar, the corresponding error metric functions can be vastly different

The error metric functions for each distribution are

[0098] ML2 (u) =
2σ2

A c («) = log| l + a

[0099] FIG 4 depicts a diagram 400 with an example of error metncs functions

410, 420, 430 hi FIG 4, three error metric functions are plotted (for unity scale factors),

where the Ll 420, L2 430, and Lc 410 error metπc functions are shown in the diagram

400 h particular, Ll 420 is the Laplacian error metπc function, L2 430 is the Gaussian

error metric function, and L3 410 is the Cauchy error metric function Differences

amongst the individual error metπc functions are shown more clearly in the diagram 400

of FIG 4 when compared to assessing the differences amongst the individual

distπbutions m the diagram 300 of FIG 3 This companson of the differences in the

diagrams 300, 400 between the error metπc functions and their corresponding

distπbutions can reveal a crux of the problem with arbitraπly selecting an error metπc

function just because the error distπbutions may appear similar, the error metnc

functions can be quite different, which can have a non-negligible effect on the overall

accuracy of motion estimation



[00100] Techniques to Determine an Optimal Error Metric Function

[00101] An arbitrary selection of the error metric function may not correspond to

the actual distribution of errors when performing motion estimation If the actual

distribution of the error itself is Gausssian, for example, then there would not be much of

a problem with overall accuracy because the Gaussian distribution is so well-behaved

with outliers occurring rarely For example, the SSE (L2) metric would be optimal and

the SAD (Ll) metric would still work well enough for compression One problem,

however, is that these motion prediction errors tend to be decidedly non-Gaussian errors

For instance, one such study concluded that for several different applications, the

Gaussian assumption was always the poorest fit to the actual distribution of prediction

errors, the two-sided exponential (or Laplacian) distribution was better than the Gaussian

distribution and occasionally the best, and the Cauchy distribution was most often the

best of the three distributions

[00102] The actual distribution of prediction errors can be used to produce

statistically optimal algorithms for motion estimation In some embodiments, for

example, the distribution of predicted errors are used to select the optimum error metπc

function, i e , F ( ) , for motion estimation, where the optimum error metπc function

accurately models the actual motion prediction errors from the motion estimation and

produces motion estimates with minimal error when compared to the same motion

estimates produced with other types of error metπc functions

[00103 ] FIGs 5A-5B depict flow diagrams 500, 505 with examples of determining

the motion estimation Rather that blindly applying some error metπc function, the

distribution of prediction errors is analyzed and used to select the error metπc function



For instance, the optimal error metric function can be selected and then motion estimation

can be performed using this optimal error metπc function The selection of the optimal

error metric function, at some point in the analysis, can involve actually determining what

the optimal error metπc function should be based on an analysis of the distribution of the

motion prediction errors themselves

[00104] FIG 5A depicts a flow diagram 500 with an example for motion

estimation An initial motion estimation is performed, followed by statistically optimal

algorithms to account for the distribution of prediction errors (505) Based on the actual

distribution of motion prediction errors from the initial motion estimation (505), the

optimum error metπc function, F(), for the final motion estimation is selected (580)

Since there are known distributions corresponding with particular error metπc functions

(e g , as illustrated between FIGs 3 and 4), the optimum error metπc function can be

selected once the actual distπbution of predicted errors has been determined from the

initial motion estimation Then, the final motion estimation is performed (590) with the

optimal error metπc function

[00105] FIG 5B depicts a flow diagram with an example that provides more detail

with respect to action (505) shown m FIG 5A In FIG 5B, the initial motion estimation

is performed (510), and an error histogram is computed to aid m determining the optimal

error function The initial motion estimation can involve the motion estimation

associated with, for example, a first frame, a first scene, or a sequence of frames

[00106] In one example of the motion estimation techniques of FIGs 5A-5B, the

three distπbutions descπbed earlier - Gaussian, Laplacian, and Cauchy - are the

possibilities for the distnbution, and there is a determination of which candidate

distnbution is the best fit for observed error data Although some embodiments could



add, change, or vary the type and number of distributions from this example, these three

example distributions can serve to demonstrate some aspects for the concepts presented

herein

[00107] As descπbed, the process can begin with an initial motion estimation

(510), which may not initially use the optimal error metric function hi the absence of

additional information, the "intermediate" distribution of the three distributions can be

used as a starting distribution In this example, the Laplacian distribution is an

intermediate distribution between the Gaussian and Cauchy distributions (e g , the

associated error metric function 420 for the Laplacian distribution is the middle or

intermediate error metπc function in FIG 4), so the initial motion estimation can be

performed with the function for the Ll metπc function

[00108] After this initial motion estimation is performed, a histogram of the

predicted errors (530) can be computed, and the process can then proceed to model the

error distribution (560) determine which distribution is the best fit to the observed motion

prediction error data Because most images are on the order of a million pixels, the

histogram tends to be well delineated

[00109] After computing the histogram (530), the determination of which

distribution is the best fit to the observed error data can occur in two steps For the first

step, there can be a determination of the scale factors (550) that are appropriate for the

candidate distributions associated with respective error metπc functions That is, the

process can determine σ for the best-fittmg Gaussian distribution to the computed error

histogram (530), b for the best-fittmg Laplacian distπbution to the computed error

histogram (530), and a for the best-fitting Cauchy distπbution to the computed error

histogram (530) Given these scale factors, a statistical test can be performed (570), such



as the Chi-square test for distribution fitting, for each distribution with the observed

histogram The distribution with the best fit to the computed error histogram (530) can

then indicate what the corresponding error metric function should be Thus, the optimal

error metric function can be selected based on the distribution with the best fit to the

histogram (580), and this optimal metπc function can then used to perform the final

motion estimation (590)

[00110] In some cases, the error metric function initially selected for the initial

motion estimation can, in fact, be the optimal error metπc function (e g , the initial

motion estimation (510) in FIG 5B) In this case, the process shown in FIG 5B simply

determines whether or not this optimal error metric function is, in fact, the optimal error

metric function (e g , steps 530, 550, 570) If the initially-selected error metπc function is

the optical error metπc function, then there is no need to perform the selection of the

optimum error function (580) or perform the final motion estimation (590)

[00111] In alternative embodiments, if the initial motion estimation uses a

minimization method that requires an error metπc function with continuous deπvatives,

then the error metric function for the Huber metric function can be initially used instead

of the error metπc function for the Ll metnc function Since the error metπc function

associated with the Ll metnc function is discontinuous at zero, the error metπc function

for the Ll metπc function has a deπvative that is undefined at zero On the other hand,

the Huber metπc function can be interpreted as having Ll for large errors and L2 for

small ones The Huber metπc function is continuous at zero and can be used m

optimization techniques that use deπvatives As a result, the Huber metnc function can

be well suited to be used for more complex motion models, like the affine model or

perspective model Some of these complex optimization models can have functions that



minimize the error metric function by taking a deπvative, which is not suitable for the

error metric function related to the Ll metπc function

[00112] FIG 6 depicts a diagram 600 with an example of a Huber metπc function

The Huber metric function can be defined as

[00114] and is plotted 610 m FIG 6, where ε equal is to one As illustrated in FIG

6, the Huber metπc function is continuous at zero

[00115] Accordingly, in some embodiments the error metπc function related to the

Huber metric function is used in the initial motion estimation In particular, the error

metnc function related to the Huber metπc function can be processed for a first frame of

a first scene or sequence for initial motion estimation (510) After the statistical testing

for the best fit is performed (570) and the optimal error metπc function is selected (580),

the next frame of that first scene or first sequence can use the generated optimal error

metπc function instead of the error metπc function related to the Huber metπc function

When a first frame of a subsequent scene or subsequent sequence of frames commences

(i e , a first frame of a scene or sequence of frames that appears some time after the first

frame of the first scene or first sequence of frames), the error metπc function related to

the Huber metπc function can be again selected as the error metπc function in the initial

motion estimation of that first frame of the subsequent scene or subsequent sequence, and

later replaced with the subsequently-selected optimal error metnc function once that

optimal metnc function is determined for the final motion estimation



[00116] Example Embodiments

[00117] In other embodiments, the disclosed techniques can be used with motion

models that are more complex or sophisticated than the affine or perspective models In

some embodiments, the disclosed techniques can be used in high-quality video and digital

cinema, and can be used with 3-D motion

[00118] Although only a few embodiments have been disclosed m detail above,

other embodiments are possible and the mventor(s) intend these to be encompassed

within this specification The specification descπbes specific examples to accomplish a

more general goal that may be accomplished in another way This disclosure is intended

to be exemplary, and the claims are intended to cover any modification or alternative

[00119] The motion estimation techniques descnbed herein (e g , FIGs 5A, 5B, 6)

can be applied to any device and/or system that uses motion estimation Some examples

of devices and/or systems that use motion compensation and/or motion estimation can

include devices or systems for compression, temporal interpolation (e g , slow-motion

and frame-rate conversion), and super-resolution processing For instance, in a general

sense, such devices and/or systems may use motion estimation to approximate the image

at a different point in time The approximation (e g , prediction) can employ the motion

estimates and may include motion compensation

[00120] FIG 7A depicts a schematic with an example embodiment 710 of mter-

prediction for video coding FIG 7A shows a motion estimation unit 716, a motion

compensation unit 720, and a subtractor 724 These components (e g , units 716, 720,

724) may be part of a video encoder for video coding

[00121] Two classes of coding methods in video coding can include intra (within a

frame) and inter (between frames) coding types The example embodiment 710 shows an



example of mter-prediction for video coding In this example, a block of pixels 712

(typically of size 8x8), which are being coded and a frame 714, which has been

previously encoded and decoded, are both sent to a motion estimation unit 716, which

produces a motion vector 718 for this block This motion vector 718 and the previously

decoded frame 714 are sent to the inputs of the motion compensation unit 720, which

creates a prediction 722 that approximates the block of pixels 712 being coded The

prediction 722 may not be exactly the same as the input block of pixels 712 at least

because a single motion vector 718 does not always represent the true motion of every

pixel in the block of pixels 712 The prediction 722 and the input block of pixels 712 can

be subtracted with a subtracter 724 to produce a difference image block 726 (e g , a

residual) This difference image block 726 is then transformed, quantized, and entropy

encoded By usmg the advanced motion estimation techniques as detailed in FIG 5A-6,

the motion vectors 718 can be improved, the prediction 722 can be made more accurate,

the difference image block 726 (e g , a residual) can be smaller, and the residual can be

more easily encoded

[00122 ] FIG 7B depicts a schematic with an example embodiment 730 of temporal

interpolation for video processing Motion estimation and motion compensation can be

used m a high quality system for motion-compensated temporal interpolation, which is

shown in 730 Here two frames, frame 732 and frame 734, which are adjacent in time,

are fed to a motion estimation unit 736 and a number of motion vectors 738 are

computed The two frames 732, 734 and the motion vectors 738 are then fed to a b i

directional interpolation unit 740, which produces an approximation of the image 742 at

an intermediate time that is between the times of the input frames If a number of

intermediate images at equal subintervals are computed, the result can produce a high



quality slow-motion effect In frame rate conversion applications, for example, the time

selected for the bi-directional interpolation unit 740 can be used to convert a first video

stream (e g , a 60 Hz (59 97Hz) video stream, as used m the U S A ) to a second video

stream (e g , a 50 Hz video stream, as used in Europe)

[00123] FIG 7C depicts a schematic with an example embodiment of super-

resolution processing for video processing Some applications of motion estimation

involve more than just a pair of images, as illustrated in the example embodiments of 710

and 730 in FIGs 7A and 7B, respectively Because some embodiments of temporal

interpolation and super-resolution may not have a correction for errors caused by

inaccurate motion estimation, temporal interpolation and super-resolution can provide

enhanced results when using the disclosed advanced motion estimation techniques (e g ,

FIGs 5A-6)

[00124] "Super-resolution processing" may generally refer to techniques to extract

a high-resolution image from a sequence of lower resolution images Some example

applications of super-resolution processing may be in the areas of surveillance (e g ,

generating a high-resolution image from lower resolution images m a video surveillance

camera) and astronomy (e g , generating a high-resolution image from lower resolution

images of a distant heavenly body) hi an example of super-resolution processing, if the

motion vectors of two images are not whole pixels, then after motion compensation the

two images may be basically the same below the Nyquist frequency, but different above

the Nyquist frequency Multiple images can be used to disambiguate information above

the Nyquist frequency of the original images This process can permit increasing the

Nyquist frequency, and therefore, increasing the resolution



[00125] In FIG 7C, an example embodiment 770 shows an overall schematic for

super-resolution processing hi this example, a group of frames 772 around a time T are

inputs to the motion estimation unit 774 The group of frames 772 includes a frame at the

time T and other frames around that frame In the motion estimation unit 774, the motion

vectors 776 are computed between the frame at time T and each of the other frames

around that frame These motion vectors 776 and the input group of frames 772 are

inputs to a motion compensation umt 778, which produces a predicted version of the

frame (e g , images 780) at time T for every frame input 772 In some embodiments of

this example, all the images 780 may correspond to a single time T The images 780 are

inputs to the super-resolution processing umt 782, which processes the images 780 to

produce a single image at time T that has a higher spatial resolution than the input images

(e g , group of frames 772)

[00126] FIG 8 depicts an example of a system model The disclosed techniques

can be used on one or more computers 805A, 805B One or more methods and/or

algorithms and/or processes herein can be implemented with, or employed in computers

and/or video display 820, transmission, processing, and playback systems The

computers descπbed herein may be any land of computer, either general purpose, or some

specific purpose computer such as a workstation The computer 805B may be, e g , an

Intel or AMD based computer, running Windows XP, Vista, or Linux, or may be a

Macintosh computer Fn some embodiments, the computer can also be, e g , a handheld

computer, such as a PDA 815, cell phone 815, or laptop 805A The computer may also

refer to machines or parts of a machine for image recording or reception 825, 830, 835,

processing, storage 840, and distribution of data, m particular video data



[00127] Computer and/or graphic programs may be written in C or Python, or Java,

Brew or any other programming language The programs may be resident on a storage

medium, e g , magnetic or optical, e g the computer hard dnve, a removable disk or

media such as a memory stick or SD media, wired or wireless network based or Bluetooth

based Network Attached Storage (NAS), or other removable medium The programs may

also be run over a network 850, for example, with a server or other machine sending

communications to the local machine, which allows the local machine to carry out the

operations described herein

[0012 8] Embodiments of the subject matter and the functional operations descnbed

in this specification can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer

software, firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification

and their structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of them

Embodiments of the subject matter descnbed in this specification can be implemented as

one or more computer program products, i e , one or more modules of computer program

instructions tangibly encoded on a computer readable medium for execution by, or to

control the operation of, data processing apparatus The computer readable medium can

be a machine-readable storage device 840, a machine-readable storage substrate, a

memory device, a composition of matter effecting machine-readable instructions, or a

combination of one or more of them The term "data processing apparatus" encompasses

all apparatus, devices, and machines for processing data, including by way of example a

programmable processor, a computer, or multiple processors or computers The

apparatus can include, in addition to hardware, code that creates an execution

environment for the computer program m question, e g , code that constitutes processor



firmware, a protocol stack, a graphical system, a database management system, an

operating system, or a combination of one or more of them

[00129] A computer program (also known as a program, software, software

application, scπpt, or code) can be wntten in any form of programming language,

including compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in any form,

including as a stand alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, or other unit

suitable for use in a computing environment A computer program does not necessarily

correspond to a file in a file system A program can be stored in a portion of a file that

holds other programs or data (e g , one or more scπpts stored m a markup language

document), in a single file dedicated to the program m question, or in multiple

coordinated files (e g , files that store one or more modules, sub programs, or portions of

code) A computer program can be deployed to be executed on one computer or on

multiple computers that are located at one site or distributed across multiple sites and

interconnected by a communication network

[00130] The processes and logic flows and figures descnbed and shown in this

specification can be performed by one or more programmable processors executing one

or more computer programs to perform functions by operating on input data and

generating output The processes and logic flows can also be performed by, and

apparatus can also be implemented as, special purpose logic circuitry, e g , an FPGA

(field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application specific integrated circuit)

[00131] Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by

way of example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or more

processors of any kind of digital computer Generally, a processor can receive

instructions and data from a read only memory or a random access memory or both The



essential elements of a computer are a processor for performing instructions and one or

more memory devices for stonng instructions and data Generally, a computer can also

include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or

more mass storage devices for stonng data, e g , magnetic, magneto optical disks, or

optical disks However, a computer need not have such devices Moreover, a computer

can be embedded in another device, e g , a mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant

(PDA), a mobile audio player, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, to name just a

few Computer readable media suitable for stonng computer program instructions and

data include all forms of non volatile memory, media and memory devices, including by

way of example semiconductor memory devices, e g , EPROM, EEPROM, and flash

memory devices, magnetic disks, e g , internal hard disks or removable disks, magneto

optical disks, and CD ROM and DVD-ROM disks The processor and the memory can

be supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry

[00132] To provide for interaction with a user, some embodiments of the subject

matter descnbed in this specification can be implemented on a computer having a display

device, e g , a CRT (cathode ray tube), LCD (liquid crystal display), or plasma display

monitor 820, for displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a selector, e g , a

pointing device, a mouse, or a trackball, by which the user can provide input to the

computer Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for interaction with a user as

well, for example, feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback,

e g , visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback, and input from the user can

be received in any form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input

[00133] Some embodiments of the subject matter descnbed m this specification

can be implemented in a computing system that includes a back end component, e g , as a



data server, or that includes a middleware component, e g , an application server, or that

includes a front end component, e g , a client computer having a graphical user interface

or a Web browser through which a user can interact with an embodiment of the subject

matter descnbed is this specification, or any combination of one or more such back end,

middleware, or front end components The components of the system can be

interconnected by any form or medium of digital data communication, e g , a

communication network Examples of communication networks include a local area

network ("LAN") and a wide area network ("WAN"), e g , the Internet

[00134] The computing system can include clients and servers A client and server

are generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication

network The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs

running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other

[00135] While this disclosure contains many specifics, these should not be

construed as limitations on the scope of the invention or of what may be claimed, but

rather as descπptions of features specific to particular embodiments of the invention

Certain features that are descnbed m this specification in the context of separate

embodiments can also be implemented in combination in a single embodiment

Conversely, various features that are descnbed in the context of a single embodiment can

also be implemented m multiple embodiments separately or in any suitable

subcombination Moreover, although features may be descnbed above as acting in

certain combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a

claimed combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed

combination may be directed to a subcombination or vanation of a subcombination



[0013 6] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular

order, this should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in the

particular order shown or m sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be

performed, to achieve desirable results In certain circumstances, multitasking and

parallel processing may be advantageous Moreover, the separation of various system

components m the embodiments descnbed above should not be understood as requiring

such separation m all embodiments, and it should be understood that the descnbed

program components and systems can generally be integrated together in a single

software or hardware product or packaged into multiple software or hardware products

[00137] The term "algorithm" can refer to steps, methods, processes, schemes,

procedures, operations, programs, guidelines, techniques, sequences, and/or a set of rules

or instructions For example, an algorithm can be a set of video processing instructions

for a hardware and/or software video processor The algorithms may be stored,

generated, and processed by one or more computing devices and/or machines (e g , in

some cases, may be performed without human interaction) The disclosed algorithms can

be related to video and can be generated, implemented, associated, and/or employed m

video-related systems and/or any devices, machines, hardware, and/or articles of

manufacture for the processing, compression, storage, transmission, reception, testing,

calibration, display, and/or any improvement, in any combination, for video data These

algorithms and techniques are not limited to a particular coding standard, but can be used

outside or in addition to a codmg standard Also, coding dependencies can be

investigated between codmg schemes in a video coding system to improve coding

performance



[00138] Motion estimation could utilize any algorithm to select an optimum error

function to improve motion estimation m the manner descnbed above, including

improving block based and region based motion estimation, phase correlation, pel-

recursive techniques, and the like, and a variety of motion models can be used including

translational, affine, parametric, and others Particular embodiments of the disclosure

have been descnbed, such as embodiments for using the distribution of the motion

prediction errors to minimize the error in the motion estimates themselves Some

embodiments may involve techniques for an analysis of the distribution of the prediction

errors and/or an analysis of different error metrics for different distributions Some

embodiments may include techniques for selecting the optimal error metric using a pπoπ

information (e g , metπc X is optimal) and/or an analysis of the actual distribution of the

predicted errors In some embodiments, the shape of error distribution can be used to

determine the optimal error metnc In some embodiments, when the optimal error metric

is used, the error distribution may tighten up around zero (e g , the errors are now smaller

with the optimum error metπc), and in some embodiments the overall shape of the error

distribution may be the same Other embodiments are withm the scope of the following

claims



Claims

What is claimed is:

1 A method for motion estimation of images to determine an optimal error metπc

function for the motion estimation of video data, the method comprising

designating an initial error metnc function,

performing an initial motion estimation using the initial error metπc function,

wherein the initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors, and

if the initial error metric function is not the optimal error function, performing a

final motion estimation using a selected optimal error metπc function

2 The method of claim 1, further comprising determining if the initial error metπc

function is the optimal error function based on companson of a distribution of the motion

prediction errors of the initial motion estimation with a distπbution related to one of a

plurality of error metπc functions

3 The method of claim 2, if the initial error metπc function is not the optimal error

function, the method further composes selecting the optimal error metnc function based

on a distnbution of the motion prediction errors

4 The method of claim 3, wherein the performing an initial motion estimation

compπses processing the initial error metπc function to determine the motion prediction



5 The method of claim 3, further comprising designating an initial probability

distribution related with the initial error metric function

6 The method of claim 3, wherein the determining if the initial error metric function

is the optimal error function compπses computing a histogram of the motion prediction

errors for the initial error metric function

7 The method of claim 6, wherein the determining if the initial error metric function

is the optimal error function comprises determining a distribution for a statistical best fit

of the histogram

8 The method of claim 7, wherein the determining the distribution for the statistical

best fit compπses determining scale factors for a probability distribution of the optimal

error metric function

9 The method of claim 8, wherein the candidate probability distributions comprise a

Gaussian distribution, a Laplacian distribution, and a Cauchy distribution

10 The method of claim 8, further comprising performing statistical testing for a best

fitting distribution after determining the scale factors

11 The method of claim 10, wherein the statistical testing compnses performing a

chi-square test for distribution fitting



12 The method of claim 11, wherein the initial error metnc function comprises a

Huber metnc function

13 The method of claim 3, wherein the initial error metnc function corresponds to an

intermediate probability distnbution of a plurality of probability distnbutions

14 The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of probability distnbutions

compnses a Gaussian distribution, a Laplacian distnbution, and a Cauchy distnbution

15 The method of claim 1, wherein the initial error metnc function compnses a

function of one or more of a sum of absolute differences (SAD), a sum of squared

differences (SSD), a mean absolute error (MAD), a mean squared error (MSE), or a

robust estimator

16 The method of claim 1, further compnsmg performing motion estimation m a

motion estimation unit of a video encoder

17 The method of claim 1, further compnsmg performing mter-prediction for video

coding using the optimal error metnc function

18 The method of claim 17, wherein the performing the mter-prediction for the video

coding composes



with a motion estimation unit, receiving a block of pixels and a frame and

producing one or more motion vectors,

with a motion compensation unit, receiving the frame and the one or more motion

vectors and generating a prediction that approximates the block of pixels, and

with a subtractor unit, subtracting the prediction from the block of pixels and

generating a difference image block

19 The method of claim 1, further comprising performing temporal interpolation for

video processing using the optimal error metπc function

20 The method of claim 19, wherein the performing the temporal interpolation

comprises

with a motion estimation unit, receiving a first frame and a second frame and

generating one or more motion vectors, and

with a bi-directional interpolation unit, receiving the first frame, the second frame,

and the one or more motion vectors and generating an approximation of an image that is

between times associated with the first and second frames

2 1 The method of claim 1, further comprising performing super-resolution

processing using the optimal error metnc function

22 The method of claim 21, wherein the performing the super-resolution processing

comprises



with a motion estimation unit, receiving a group of frames that are grouped

around a time T and producing one or more motion vectors between a frame in the group

at the time T and other frames m the group,

with a motion compensation unit, receiving the group of frames and the one or

more motion vectors and generating images composing a predicted version of each frame

m the group of frames, and

with a super-resolution processing unit, receiving the images, processing the

images, and producing an image at the time T that has a higher spatial resolution than the

group of frames

23 The method of claim 1, wherein the motion estimation comprises block based or

region based motion estimation

24 The method of claim 1, wherein the motion estimation compπses phase

correlation or pel-recursive techniques

25 The method of claim 1, wherein the motion estimation composes a motion model

comprising a translational, an affine, or a parametric model

26 A computer program product, tangibly encoded on a computer-readable medium,

composing instructions to cause data processing apparatus to perform operations for

motion estimation for images, the operations composing

designating an initial error metnc function,



performing an initial motion estimation using the initial error metric function,

wherein the initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors, and

if the initial error metric function is not the optimal error function, performing a

final motion estimation using a selected optimal error metric function

27 The computer program product of claim 26, the operations further comprising

determining if the initial error metric function is the optimal error function based on

comparison of a distribution of the motion prediction errors of the initial motion

estimation with a distribution related to one of a plurality of error metπc functions

28 The computer program product of claim 27, if the initial error metπc function is

not the optimal error function, the operations further comprising selecting the optimal

error metπc function based on a distnbution of the motion prediction errors

29 The computer program product of claim 28, wherein determining if the

distribution is a best fit of the distnbution of the motion prediction errors compπses

determining scale factors associated with a plurality of candidate distπbutions,

performing statistical testing of the plurality of candidate distπbutions, and

determining if the statistical testing reveals the best fit of the distnbution related

to one of the plurality of error metπc functions

30 The computer program product of claim 29, wherein the statistical testing

compnses a Chi-square test



31 The computer program product of claim 29, wherem the initial error metπc

function compnses a Huber metric function

32 The computer program product of claim 26, further compπsing instructions for

performing motion estimation in a motion estimation unit of a video encoder

33 The computer program product of claim 26, further comprising instructions for

performing mter-prediction for video coding using the optimal error metπc function

34 The computer program product of claim 26, further comprising instructions for

performing temporal interpolation for video processing using the optimal error metric

function

35 The computer program product of claim 26, further comprising instructions for

performing super-resolution processing usmg the optimal error metπc function

36 A system to perform motion estimation of images, the system compπsing

a display device to display image data,

a computer readable medium to store the image data and instructions for image

data processing, and

a data processing device operable to process the instructions and image data, the

instructions causing the device to perform the following

perform an initial motion estimation usmg an initial error metnc function,

wherein the initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors,



select the optimal error metnc function from one of a plurality of error

metπc functions based on a distribution of the motion prediction errors, and

if the initial error metric function is not selected as the optimal error

function, perform a final motion estimation using the selected optimal error metπc

function

37 The system of claim 36, wherein the display device is configured to receive image

data from the processor to display images having image data with the optimum error

metπc function

38 The system of claim 37, wherein the instructions further cause the data processing

device to compute a histogram of the motion prediction errors based on the initial motion

estimation

39 The system of claim 36, wherein the system is configured for digital cinema or 3-

D motion

40 The system of claim 36, wherein the data processing device compπses a motion

estimation unit in a video encoder

4 1 A computer-implemented method to determine an optimal error metπc function

for motion estimation, the method compnsing

selecting a first error metπc function for an initial motion estimation of images,



performing an initial motion estimation with the first error metric function, the

initial motion estimation generatmg motion prediction errors,

determining if the first error metric function is an optimal error metnc function by

determining if the first error metnc function corresponds to a distribution that is a best fit

with a distribution of the generated motion prediction errors, and

if the first error metric function is not the optimal error metnc function, selecting

a second error metnc function for the optimal error metnc function for a subsequent

motion estimation of images, wherein the selection of the second error metnc function

corresponds to a distnbution that is a best fit with the distribution of the generated motion

prediction errors from the initial motion estimation

42 The computer-implemented method of claim 41, wherein the first error metnc

function or second error method function are selected from a plurality of error metnc

functions

43 The computer-implemented method of claim 42, wherein the plurality of error

metnc functions compnse a function that has a distnbution for one or more of a Gaussian

distnbution, a Laplacian distribution, a Cauchy distnbution, or a Huber distnbution

44 The computer-implemented method of claim 4 1, wherein the initial error metnc

function compnses a relationship to a Huber metnc function if the first motion estimation

or the second motion estimation uses a minimization method for an error metnc function

with continuous denvatives



45 The computer-implemented method of claim 41, further compπsmg computing a

histogram of the generated motion errors based on the generated motion prediction errors

from the initial motion estimation

46 The computer-implemented method of claim 45, wherein determining if the first

error metric function corresponds to the distribution that is the best fit with the

distribution of the generated motion prediction errors comprises

determining scale factors for the distribution of the generated motion prediction

errors, and

performing statistical testing to determine if the distribution is the best fit with the

distribution of the generated motion prediction errors

47 The computer-implemented method of claim 41, further compπsmg performing

motion estimation in a motion estimation unit of a video encoder

48 The computer-implemented method of claim 41, further compπsmg performing

mter-prediction for video coding using the optimal error metπc function

49 The computer-implemented method of claim 41, further performing temporal

interpolation for video processing using the optimal error metπc function

50 The computer-implemented method of claim 41, further compπsmg performing

super-resolution processing using the optimal error metπc function



5 1 A system for performing mter-prediction for video coding, the system comprising

a motion estimation unit to receive a block of pixels and a frame and to produce

one or more motion vectors,

a motion compensation unit to receive the frame and the one or more motion

vectors and to generate a prediction that approximates the block of pixels, and

a subtracter unit to subtract the prediction from the block of pixels and to generate

a difference image block,

wherein the motion estimation unit is configured to determine an optimal error

metric function for motion estimation by processing instructions including

designating an initial error metπc function,

performing an initial motion estimation using the initial error metnc

function, wherein the initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors,

and

if the initial error metπc function is not the optimal error function,

performing a final motion estimation using a selected optimal error metπc

function

52 The system of claim 51, wherein the motion estimation unit is further configured

to determine the optimal error metπc function for the motion estimation by processing

instructions including

determining if the initial error metπc function is the optimal error function based

on companson of a distπbution of the motion prediction errors of the initial motion

estimation with a distπbution related to one of a plurality of error metnc functions, and



if the initial error metπc function is not the optimal error function, the instructions

further comprise selecting the optimal error metric function based on a distribution of the

motion prediction errors

53 The system of claim 52, wherem the initial error metric function compπses a

Huber metπc function

54 The system of claim 51, wherem the system compπses a video encoder, wherein

the motion estimation unit and the motion compensation unit are components of the video

encoder

55 The system of claim 51, wherein the motion estimation unit is configured to

determine a shape of an error metπc function and use the shape to determine the optimal

error metric function

56 The system of claim 51, wherein the difference image block comprises a residual

57 A system for temporal interpolation for video processing, the system compnsmg

a motion estimation unit to receive a first frame and a second frame and to

generate one or more motion vectors, and

a bi-directional interpolation unit to receive the first frame, the second frame, and

the one or more motion vectors and to generate an approximation of an image that is

between times associated with the first and second frames,



wherein the motion estimation unit is configured to determine an optimal error

metπc function for motion estimation by processing instructions including

designating an initial error metnc function,

performing an initial motion estimation using the initial error metπc

function, wherein the initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors,

and

if the initial error metπc function is not the optimal error function,

performing a final motion estimation using a selected optimal error metπc

function

58 The system of claim 57, wherein the motion estimation unit is further configured

to determine the optimal error metπc function for the motion estimation by processing

instructions including

determining if the initial error metnc function is the optimal error function based

on compaπson of a distπbution of the motion prediction errors of the initial motion

estimation with a distribution related to one of a plurality of error metnc functions, and

if the initial error metπc function is not the optimal error function, the instructions

further compπse selecting the optimal error metnc function based on a distnbution of the

motion prediction errors

59 The system of claim 58, wherein the initial error metnc function compnses a

Huber metnc function



60 The system of claim 57, wherein the motion estimation unit is configured to

determine a shape of an error metric function and use the shape to determine the optimal

error metric function

6 1 The system of claim 57, wherein the system is configured to produce a slow

motion video effect if a number of intermediate images at equal submtervals are

computed in the system

62 The system of claim 57, wherein the system is configured for frame rate

conversion, and wherein the system is configured to use a time associated with the b i

directional interpolation unit to convert a first video stream at a first frequency to a

second video stream at a second frequency

63 A system for performing super-resolution processing for video processing, the

system comprising

a motion estimation unit configured to receive a group of frames that are grouped

around a time T and to produce one or more motion vectors between a frame m the group

at the time T and other frames m the group,

a motion compensation unit to receive the group of frames and the one or more

motion vectors and to generate images comprising a predicted version of each frame in

the group of frames, and

a super-resolution processing unit to receive the images, process the images, and

produce an image at the time T that has a higher spatial resolution than the group of

frames,



wherein the motion estimation unit is configured to determine an optimal error

metric function for motion estimation by processing instructions including

designating an initial error metric function,

performing an initial motion estimation using the initial error metric

function, wherem the initial motion estimation produces motion prediction errors,

and

if the initial error metric function is not the optimal error function,

performing a final motion estimation using a selected optimal error metπc

function

64 The system of claim 63, wherein the motion estimation unit is further configured

to determine an optimal error metπc function for the motion estimation by processing

instructions including

determining if the initial error metnc function is the optimal error function based

on comparison of a distribution of the motion prediction errors of the initial motion

estimation with a distribution related to one of a plurality of error metπc functions, and

if the initial error metnc function is not the optimal error function, the instructions

further compnse selecting the optimal error metnc function based on a distnbution of the

motion prediction errors

65 The system of claim 64, wherein the initial error metnc function or the optimal

error metπc function compπses a Huber metnc function



66 The system of claim 63, wherein the motion estimation unit is configured to

determine a shape of an error metric function and use the shape to determine the optimal

error metric function

67 The system of claim 63, wherein the super-resolution processing unit is

configured to extract a higher resolution image from the images by adjusting a Nyquist

frequency and increasing a resolution associated with the images
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